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visual merchandisers worldwide use scorpion planogram software for mac to design their planograms and stores. regardless of the device you are using, scorpion planogram software offers a quick, intuitive and
easy to use application. do you want to find out more about creating planograms on mac os devices please contact us now. efficient planning of cargo utilization is one of the steps in the supply chain where

producers can optimize their costs not only when expediting goods tovendors, but also on deliveries from suppliers. in easycargo, you can create print reports of your finished load plan and save them in pdf for
your warehouse management. if you need an even quicker way toshare your plan with your supplier or vendor, you can use apublic link for afully interactive 3d load plan. load planning helps you avoid paying

for ahalf-full truck; easycargo will tell you how many free meters there are left in the chosen cargo space. this way, you can choose asmaller truck or utilize unused space by adding some extra cargo. for
companies looking to streamline their supply chain, the planogram solution offers many benefits: immediate, interactive viewing and printing from any angle automatically duplicate and position products along

shelf depth simulate complex fixtures and pos elements create personalized planograms access your planograms on the go planogram, which means a plan of a map, was introduced by arnold brunner in the
1920s, as a tool for visualizing and structuring supply and distribution chains. a planogram is a 2d diagram where the products are placed in a 3d perspective and arranged in the sequence of their intended use

(for example, product a goes in the back, product b goes in front, product c goes in the middle).
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